PAC 804

HARD ENDOSPERM

New dual purpose corn hybrid from Pacific Seeds
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HYBRID ATTRIBUTES
Medium-maturing, dual
purpose corn

CRM
Flowering time
Plant height
Northern leaf blight
Common rust
Dryland Suitability
Test weight
Yield potential grain
Yield potential silage
Silage quality
Imidazolinone tolerance

Big blocky grain
Low tillering
Single cobbing ears go
pendulus on dry-down
Excellent stability

72,000
KERNALS
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9
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8
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KEY:
Rating Scale 1 - 9
1 - Poor
9 - Excellent
Stress Tolerance is the ability to handle
any stress during the growing period,
Heat, Moisture, Cold etc
Dry Down is judged on getting from
30% moisture to 12%
Ear Flex is the ability to double cob
that has grain yield

The information provided in this publication is intended as a guide only. Advanta Seeds Pty Ltd (including its officers, employees, contractors and agents) (‘Advanta
Seeds’) can not guarantee that every statement is without flaw of any kind. While Advanta Seeds has taken all due care to ensure that the information provided is
accurate at the time of publication, various factors, including planting times and environmental conditions may alter the characteristics and performance from plants.
Advanta Seeds shall not be liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss, injury, damage or other consequence whatsoever that you or any
person might incur as a result of your use of or reliance upon the products (whether Advanta Seeds products or otherwise) and information which appear in this
publication. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the liability of Advanta Seeds for any claim whatsoever arising out of the supply or use of or reliance upon the
products and information in this publication (including liability for breach of any condition or warranty implied by the Trade Practices Act 1974 or any other law) is
limited at its discretion, to the replacement of the products, the supply of equivalent products or the resupply of the publication. For application to specific conditions,
seek further advice from a local professional.
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